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FEATURES OF NUCLEAR REACTIONSINDUCED BY DRIPLINE LIGHT NUCLEIAT NEAR-BARRIER ENERGIES �Dmitry SemkinChuvash University, Moskovsky prosp., 15, Cheboksary, 428000, Russiae-mail: phys�hgu.hi.huvashia.su(Reeived July 4, 1998)The mehanisms of nulear reations with light loosely bound proje-tiles (suh as 11Be, 8B, 11Li et.) at the near-barrier inident energy (upto 10 MeV/nuleon) were studied. The peuliarities of low energy nu-lear dynamis of proton-rih ions were desribed in omparison with theneutron-rih and ordinary nulei.PACS numbers: 25.70.�z, 25.60.+v1. IntrodutionA signi�ant progress in the investigations of dripline nulei, a great num-ber of experimental data [1,2℄ and ahievements in theoretial approahes(espeially in three-body states desription [3℄) have not led up to now toexhaustive and �nal understanding of the struture of light nulei far fromthe stability line and the mehanisms of nulear reations indued by suhions. Whereas a neutron halo is a�rmed with on�dene to exist [1℄ an a-tive study of proton-rih nulei [4-7℄ has not given a lear and unambiguousanswer for the question about an existene of proton halo and about its prop-erties. In our opinion an observation of supposed proton halo is too di�ultmostly due to dynamis of ollision of proton-rih projetile with the target(the Coulomb proton-target interation would distort the tentative protonhalo in the entrane hannel as well as the Coulomb fores in the exit han-nel would in�uene the proton dynamis). Therefore it is very important todistinguish the role of reation dynamis (proton � target and proton �projetile ore interations), the role of naturally small binding energy andof onrete behaviour of loosely bound proton wave funtion, espeially the� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1677)



1678 D. Semkinmanifestation of its large spatial extension. Having this in mind, we onsidertwo type of targets to be appropriate for the study of reations indued byproton-rih ions and for the searh of the proton halo: very heavy targets (toanalyse the �largest� ontribution of interation dynamis ) and very lighttargets (the neutron target would be the best beause of the absene of theCoulomb distortion of the supposed proton halo).Low energy nulear reations seem to be very fruitful to larify manyfeatures of weakly bound system dynamis. At suh energy the motion ofa loosely bound proton in�uenes strongly the reations dynamis in manyhannels, the expliit study of whih ould give more information, thanumulative fragment momentum distributions in higher energy reations.Already at low energy the supposed long tail of the loosely bound nuleonwave funtion would appear without �admixture� of its internal part. Thestudy of low energy proesses ould be useful for the spetrosopy of short-lived nulei. Sub-barrier energy osmologial reations of nuleosynthesisalso demonstrate the important role of dripline nulei (in partiular, 8B).An appearane of a lassial regularities even in low energy nulear dy-namis and the di�ulties of a su�iently omplete quantum desription jus-tify the interest in the appliation of lassial and semilassial approahes.In this work the model of �few-body moleular dynamis� (FMD)[8-10℄ was developed for omparative analysis of nulear reations induedby proton-rih 8B (proton separation energy � 137 keV), neutron-rih 11Be(neutron separation energy � 500 keV) and ordinary 10B (proton separa-tion energy � 6:586 MeV) projetiles at low inident energies (E=A � 10MeV/nuleon). Within the framework of FMD 11Be, 8B are supposed tohave a luster struture, in other words they onsist of the ore and theloosely bound nuleon (11Be=10Be+n; 8B=7Be+p respetively). Indeed,the neutron-rih projetile ore struture was shown [11℄ to be very weaklyin�uened by external loosely bound neutron.2. The di�erenes of reation dynamis with partiipation ofproton-rih and neutron-rih nuleiThe main features of angular and energy distributions of nuleons andheavy harged ores in a projetile break-up hannel were analysed. Atnear-barrier energy neutron and ore energy spetra in the 11Be+48Ti rea-tion have maxima at the energy smaller than the energy of the beam, withinreasing of the beam energy these maxima shift to larger energy.At very low energy (E=A � 2 MeV/nuleon) the 10Be angular distribu-tion has one maximum at the angles near the Coulomb rainbow angle. Withinreasing of beam energy (E=A � 3 MeV/nuleon) at the smaller anglesthe seond �nulear� maximum arises. At larger energy two maxima shift



Features of Nulear Reations Indued by Dripline Light... 1679one towards the other, ombine and the angular distribution beomes lessexpressive (as the neutron angular distribution whih has a peak at forwardangles at the energy > 3 MeV/nuleon).We must note that in low energy nulear reations indued by proton-rih nulei the nulear dissoiation plays onsiderable role (in ontrast toneutron-rih ions, their break-up is determined mostly by the Coulombmehanism). For example, alulations without taking into aount theore-target and proton-target nulear interations lead to the derease ofthe 8B+12C!7Be+p+12C reation ross setion more than twie. So it isvery important to take into aount �interferene� of nulear and Coulombfores to desribe the reations with neutron-de�ient projetiles.The role of the di�erent interations (ore-nuleon, ore-target, andnuleon-target) responsible for reation mehanism were studied. In par-tiular, proton yield at large angles (�p � 30o for the 12C target) wasdemonstrated to be aused by projetile-target nulear interation (not onlynuleon-target as for neutron-rih nulei [9,10℄). The proton angular distri-bution in the loosely bound nuleus break-up reation (8B+12C! 7Be+p+12C)was found to have a maximum at smaller angles in ontrast to the break-upof a normally bound projetile.Di�erent fragment-fragment orrelations in the loosely bound projetilebreak-up reations were also analysed.Exitation funtions for the di�erent reation hannels � omplete andinomplete fusion (the apture of the projetile ore only), nuleon transfer,projetile break-up � were alulated. At the inident energy E=A < 3MeV/nuleon an inlusive yield of the 10Be (for example, in the 11Be+48Tireation) is signi�antly larger than the neutron yield [10℄. At low ener-gies dissipative deeleration and the Coulomb repulsion of the neutron-rihprojetile ore lead to shaking-o� the loosely bound neutron with subse-quent absorption of it by a target, and the break-up ross setion is muhsmaller than the stripping one. At the energies higher than 3 MeV/nuleonneutron transfer probability slowly dereases whereas break-up ross setionbeomes more and more important. Fusion ross setion inreases very fastat above-barrier energies but then saturates and slowly goes down.At the energy E=A � 10 MeV/nuleon the Coulomb repulsion of theproton-rih projetile does not lead to shaking-o� the weakly bound protonand the break-up ross setion as well as proton transfer ross setion areonsiderably small (for example, in the 8B+28Si reation). The proton inlu-sive yield turns out to be muh larger than the projetile ore (i.e. the 7Be)inlusive yield. So the inomplete fusion ross setion (apture of the 7Benulei by the target) was found to be large in omparison with the ordinary(dashed lines in Fig. 1) and neutron-rih nulei.
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Fig. 1. Total reation ross setions (solid lines), omplete fusion (dotted lines)and inomplete fusion (dashed lines) ross setions for the 10B+28Si reation (inthis ase they are noted by number 1) in omparison with the same ones for the8B+28Si reation (they are noted by number 2).3. The role of loosely bound neutrons and protonsin fusion proessIt was noted [12℄ that the total reation ross setion of proton-haloandidate 8B shows signi�ant enhanement at inident energy � 40MeV/nuleon. FMD also predits at suh energy the total ross setionof, for example, 8B+28Si reation to exeed the ross setion of 10B+28Sireation. However, at near-barrier energy the situation is di�erent. Fig. 1shows the fusion and the total reation ross setions of the proton-rih 8Bin omparison with ordinary 10B nuleus. We an see the total ross setionof the 8B+28Si reation diminishes rapidly with dereasing of inident en-ergy in ontrast to the total ross setion of the 10B+28Si reation. It is theomplete fusion ontribution whih yields suh a redution. Exess of pro-tons in 8B in omparison with an ordinary nuleus (suh as 10B) auses thedereasing of omplete fusion ross setion. Cluster struture of the proton-rih ion, in other words the presene of loosely bound proton, dynamiallyinreases the height and the extension of the Coulomb barrier in the 8B -target interation potential reduing the fusion ross setion.The presene of additional neutron degrees of freedom for neutron-rihnulei leads to features in fusion dynamis. In partiular, investigation of theshape of exitation funtions in fusion hannel during the interation of lightnulei has demonstrated signi�ant in�uene of the nulear struture and theneutron number on the magnitude and on the shape of fusion barriers [13℄.
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Fig. 2. Contributions of the di�erent impat parameters into the lassial fusionross setion (vertial solid line), omplete fusion ross setion (dotted line) andinomplete fusion ross setion in the 11Be+48Ti (a) and in the 8B+48Ti (b) rea-tions at E=A = 5 MeV/nuleon. Dashed line in (a) shows the sum of omplete andinomplete fusion ross setions. Dashed line in (b) means only inomplete fusionontribution.To make lear the role of loosely bound neutron in the fusion analysis ofthe 10Be nuleus fusion with the 48Ti target was performed within the frame-work of two-body lassial model with frition without taking into aountof projetile luster struture (ore+neutron) and within the framework ofFMD at E = 5 MeV/nuleon. It was shown (Fig. 2a) that the neutron-oreweak binding does not lead to the signi�ant hange of fusion ross setionabsolute value ( it remains � 1550 mb). But the presene of loosely boundneutron indues the features:



1682 D. Semkin(i) the inomplete fusion mehanism (where the neutron does not fuse withthe target) ontributes onsiderably into the fusion proess;(ii) an additional neutron degree of freedom auses �washing-out� of theboundary for region of impat parameters whih lead to fusion hannel(in ontrast to the sharp boundary in the two-body model), that meansthe spin of formed ompound nuleus to inrease.

Fig. 3. The omplete fusion ross setion for the 11Be+48Ti reation dependingon the projetile energy obtained by the lassial alulations (dotted line), assolution of Langevin equation (dashed line) and by FMD alulations (the mark�if� orresponds to the ontribution of inomplete fusion, i.e. apture of only the10Be, whereas �f+if� means the sum of omplete and inomplete fusion rosssetions).It is lear (Fig. 2b) that loosely bound proton in neutron-de�ient nuleidoes not promote the fusion with the target. But one an note the inom-plete fusion (apture of 7Be nuleus) to be muh larger in omparison withneutron-rih 11Be.Cluster struture of neutron-rih nulei was found to give a hane forsub-barrier fusion. Fig. 3 demonstrates the sub-barrier fusion ross setion atElab < Vbar � 16:2 MeV for the 11Be+48Ti reation whih is to be onnetedexatly and only (as provided by FMD alulations) with the relative motionof projetile ore (10Be) and the neutron. This motion makes possible theore to have periodially a loal energy slightly more than the beam energy(whereas the energy of the projetile enter of mass remains the same), soeven at sub-barrier energy the ore an overome the Coulomb barrier andfuse with the target attrating the loosely bound neutron.
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